Insights into the dynamic nature of DNA duplex structure via analysis of nuclear Overhauser effect intensities.
Sequence-dependent structures of DNA duplexes in solution can be reliably determined using NMR data if care is taken to determine restraint bounds accurately. This entails use of complete relaxation matrix methods to analyze nuclear Overhauser effect (NOE) spectroscopic cross-peak intensities, yielding accurate distance restraints. NMR studies of various DNA duplexes have suggested that there may be some limited internal motions. First, it is typically not possible to reconcile all vicinal proton coupling constants in deoxyribose rings with a single conformer. In addition, with the increased accuracy of interproton distance measurements afforded by the complete relaxation matrix algorithm MARDIGRAS, we find inconsistencies in certain distances which can most readily be ascribed to limited conformational flexibility, since conformational averaging is nonlinear. As base-sugar interproton distances depend on both sugar pucker and glycosidic torsion angle chi, motion involving these structural variables should be reflected by experimental data. Possible motional models have been considered to account for all of the data for three DNA duplexes. Analysis of intraresidue base-sugar interproton NOE bounds patterns suggests a motional model with individual sugars in equilibrium between S (2'-endo) and N (3'-endo) conformations, with S being preferred. As sugar repuckering is correlated with changes in glycosidic torsion angle chi, different sugar conformers imply different values for chi, but this is insufficient to account for all data. A two-state jump between anti and syn glycosidic conformers was considered, but it was incapable of accounting for all data. However, a model with restricted diffusion (rocking) about the glycosidic bond in addition to sugar repuckering was capable of accommodating all experimental data. This motional model is in qualitative agreement with experimental 13C relaxation-derived order parameter values in a DNA duplex.